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ABSTRACT

Using students from two LibJ:'an private schools of English as

the source 0 f information, this study focused on grammatical errors

committed by some Libyan students of English, which in the view of

this dissertation have not received the attention that they deserve as

far as grammar teaching and research are concerned. The data for this

research were collected from one main source, namely, written scripts

of students. The research then employed the descriptive survey design

by making a careful observation 0 f the population, bounded by the

research parameter. These were then studied and analysed. The

research revealed that some Libyan students have serious grammatical

problems and the grammatical errors committed by them are varied

and many. The analysis also showed that mother tongue interference

was a contributory factor to many errors. This study has brought to

light the need, to improve the pedagogic strategies in order to help

students to improve upon their use of English.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Introduction

As people travel from one country to another, meeting others

who speak different languages, they begin to recognise the need for

understanding the language to which they are exposed in order to

acquire an adequate communication skill. The understanding of

other languages has become necessmy for undersHUlding mId

communication between people who speak dilTcrcnt languages.

Thc English language has attained the enviable position of serving

this purpose.

Among the so mmlY world languages, there has never been a

Imlguage so widely spread or spoken by so many people as

English. Though Chinese is spoken by more people,. they are

largely concentrated in China. Arabic and Spanish might come

closest to rivalling English. Both are spoken by many people, and

both are spoken outside of their original homcland. But English has

advantage ovcr thcm, not only in the number of native speakers,

not in the geographical spread of its native speakers but also mId, "

most significantly, in its status as lll<:: first choice for second

language .learners in mmlY countries. English is the pre-eminent



language of wider communication. For example, English is the

official language for Intemational Civil Aviation. Tluit is why, for

exampl~, a German Lufthansa pilot requesting clearance for a take

offat Rome's Leonardo da Vinci Airport and a Finnish Finnair co

pilot radioing the tower at O'Hare Intemational Airport in Chicago

for landing instructions all communicate in English (Strong, et.a1;,

1997).

TIlroughout the world, there are English-speaking

universities in which instructions and textbooks use English as the

principal medium, though class discussions frequently reflect the

greater ease of communication possible in the local vemacular or

national language.

The widespread of English today is primarily based on two

mam factors: the expansion of British colonial power, which

continued up to the end of the nineteenth century, and the

emergence of the United States as the leading economic power of

the twentieth century (Crystal, 1997).

Braj Kachru (1986) explained the spread of English around the

world in a model he calls three concentric circles, representing

different ways in which the English language has been acquired



and is currently used. These are the Inner Circle, the Outer or

Extended Circle, and the E>"llanding Circle.

The Inner Circle refers to countries where English is considered as

the first language, and it includes the United States. Unitcd

Kingdom, Ireland, Canada, Australia and New Zealand.

TIle Outer or Extended Circle involves countries where English is

used as a second language. Under this category, there are over fifty

countries, for instance, South Amca. Ghana. Liberia. Nigeria.

Singapore, Philippines and India.

TIle Expanding Circle represents nations where members of the

Inner Circle teach English as an international language, though

they do not have a history of colonisation. Relating to this Circle

are countries like China, Japan, Greece, Poland, Tunisia, Egypt and

Libya. English in such countries is taught as a foreign language.

3
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1.1 History of English in the Arab World

The type of English that we may find in some countries in the

Arab world is not only as a result of the present time. So it is

relevant to go through the past to know how English first came to

the Arab world.

The Arabic language faced difficulties when, as a result of the

extravagant policies of the Khedive Ismail, Egypt faced the

bankruptcy which led to the British occupation in 1882 (Chejne,

1967). By 1898 the British regime had declared English as the

official language. This was detrimental to both Turkish and Arabic,

which were archaic when compared to the more up -to -date

English. Arabic was at a disadvantage when compe.ting with a

language that was able to express a vast number of novel concepts

and equipped with a developed technical terminology. English thus

made its way into the schools and administration, usurping many of

the opportunities for the establishment of Arabic.

Moreover, the British closed down schools of Arabic

language and made education available to the privileged class only

in either French or English (Chejne, 1967). For the Arab student,

French and English represented the languages of progress and

enlightenment. In short, students were French and English

4



educated rather than Arabic educated. In Iraq. Jordan and Palestine

(once under the Ottoman rule and British mandate territories after

World War I) the linguistic trend was similar. though the degree of

the intellectual revival was far less than that displayed in Syria.

Lebanon and Egypt.

1.2 English in Libva. .
Libya faIls within the Expanding Circle postulated by

Kachru. Consequently, English does not have any official status.

Arabic is the official lanl!uage. though Berber. Italian. and English..... ..... .... ....

are widely understood in major cities. However. the actual spread

of English as a foreign language in Libya took place after 1969.

TIle government realised that English was fast becominl! the
~ ~ ~

world's de facto lingua franca: therefore any country that did not

realise this to join the bandwagon of countries learning English

would be left behind. To this end. English became the most

preferred foreign language to teach in schools. TIle government's

policy to encourage the teaching of English was to equip students

with a "working knowledge" of English for inter-group or

international communication. The teachinl! of English in Libvan- - -
schools starts from the seventh grade up to the second year at the

. .
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university. On the whole, students are exposed to English lor abollt

eight years.

Although textbooks in English are very rich m topics in

grammar, students' level of English is very low and one of the

contributory factors is inadequate instructional hours, especially in

government schools. Students who are really interested in English

enrol in private schools where the only subject taught is English

and the contact hours are relatively more. Most of the private

schools offer English at three different levels: elementary.

intennediate, and advanced. Three months of intensive study of

English is the period allotted for each level.

1. 3 Statement of the Problem

Errors are an important source of infonnation about second

language acquisition, because they demonstrate conclusively that

leamers do not simply memorise target language rules on the basis

of input data (Selinker. 1992). Being non-native speakers of

English. Libyan students learning the language commit errors of

grammar in their written English. The interest of the researcher

was to make a thorough investigation of the pattern of students'

grammatical errors in their writing process. It was a study of the

6
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I I' E I· 1 . \\T!'ttCll scripts by
le\'els of proficiency in t Ie use 0 ng IS I 111 - .

studcnts in selected private schools of English in Tripoli. Libya.

1.4 The purpose of the Research

TIle rationale behind error analysis is to idcnti I)" thc most

fTequent recurring errors and plausible causes and makc

recommendations. TIle purpose of this research. thereforc. was to

draw thc attcntion of teachers of English. education policy makers

and cvcn Libvan lc:mlcrs of English to thc situation and to

recommend plausible ways of attending to the problcm. This is

because iI' Libyan students of English are going "to cnjoy the

pri\;lege of using it \\;thout offence to thc lenders of the Imw.ua!!.c.... ... . ....-

they had better use it propcrly'"(Boadi. 1971: 53).

1.5 The Importance of the Research

It is certain that by the end of the rcsearch. relcvant

infollllation on grammatical crrors \\;11 be providcd for studcnts

and lecturcrs invoh'cd in thc lcaming and teachin!!. of En!!.lish so- -
that more attcntion will be paid to such crrors. TIlis rcscarch will

also. hopcfully. inspire other researchers to caITY out follow-up

rcscarch on !:1Tor analysis. lvlorcover. the rcscarch will hclp non-

7
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Libyan Arabs who are learning English to become familiar with

differcnt types of grammatical errors to enablc thcm to avoid such

eITors.

1.6 Delimitations of the Study

The following delimitations are nccessaty for defining the

boundaries of the work. TIle main concern of this study is on

Libyan students studying English in Libya. Also the study is

limited to private schools in Tripoli. Two of these private schools

are selected for the study. Besides, the study looks at the students' .

written English only.

1.7 Organisation of the Dissertation

TIlis research work is divided into five chapters. Chapter one

starts with a general introduction of English as a global language.

introduction to English in the Arab world and ends with a brief

background and status of English in Libya. TIlen come the

statement of the problem, purpose of the study, and importance of

the research.



Chapter two is the literature review. This chapter discusses the

related literature of the thesis as evidence to support the argument

raised in the study.

Chapter three is devoted to the methodology lIsed for the study.

It includes data collection techniques. population. and factors

affecting data collection. the study frame. and the sampling

procedure.

Chapter four is the analysis of data collected. Chapter five

presents the major findings of the research. implications.

conclusion and suggestions.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.0 Introduction

ivluch rcscarch has bccn donc in crror analysis. TIllS rcscarch

hopcs to invcstigatc and contributc to thc cxisting scholarship in

CtTOr analysis. This chaptcr rcvicws litcraturc rclatcd to thc study.

In rcvicwing thc rclatcd litcraturc, only aspccts of crror analysis

that arc rclatcd to thc rcscarch wi11 be discussed.

2.1 Litcratul'c rcvicw

Errors arc bclicvcd to bc an indicator of thc lcarncrs' stagcs in

thcir targct languagc dcvclopmcnt. From thc cn-ors that Icarncrs

commit. onc can dctcnninc thcir Icvcl of mastcry of thc languagc.

Cordcr (1974: 96) says. "/\ Icamcr's crrors. thcn. providc cvidcncc

of thc systcm of thc languagc that hc or shc is using (i.c. has

tcamcd) at a pmticular point in the course (and it 111USt be repeated

that he is using some system), although it is not yet the right

system". 1111' investigation of errors has thus a double purpose: it is

diagnostic and prognostic. It is diagnostic bccause it can tcll us thc

III
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learner's state of the language at a given point during the leaming

process and prognostic because it can tell course organizers to

reorient language learning materials on the basis of the leamers'

current problems.

Corder (1974) refers to errors as breaches of the code.

Researchers are interested in errors because they are believed to

contain valuable infonnation on the strategies that people lise to

acquire a language (Richards 1974; Taylor 1975; Dulay and Burt

1974). Errors are also associated with the strategies that people

employ to communicate in a language.

Kroll, Barry, and Schafer (1978) discuss the connection

between error analysis--using errors as indicators of mechanical or

conceptual pattems--and a process approach to writing. They

discuss the possible sources of errors in ESL writers and show how

an understanding of the source of an error can help the teacher to

cOITect her or his students' errors.

Bartholomae (1986) examines 'basic writing' as a variety of

writing with its own style and suggests that errors in basic writing

"can only be understood as evidence of intention" (255). Error

analysis, then, can help teachers recognize stages of indh'idual

development and assist instruction.

II



Williams (1981) discusses the difficulty of defining

1/ I . I errors. and tile wide variation 111grammatica mec lamca

definitions and judgments about the seriousness of di lTerent errors.

He defines 'categories of en'or. based on whether a rule was

violated or not, and whether we (readers) notice or respond to its

violation or not.

Connors and Lunsford (1988) present their analysis of 3000

marked essays in order to discover the most common patterns of

student errors and which errors American instructors mark most

consistently. Major findings include the observation that teachers

disagree on what constitutes a markable error, and tend to mark

en'ors related to how serious or annoying the error is perceived for

both student and teacher, although the difficulty in explaining the

nature of the enor also factors into the process. Furthennore, all

stereotypes of English teachers aside, teachers do not mark many

errOl's. Finally, and more refreshingly, the study suggests that

college students in the United States at the end of the century do

not make more errors than they did earlier in the century.

Yankson (1989: I) quotes Brooks as having said, " It is just

as unrealistic to reckon on language leaming without errors as to

reckon on existence without sin". ,This observation by Brooks

12



means that it will be unusual to have a second language acquisition

situation without having elTors.

A lot of researches have been done into the problems

confronting second language learners and. in the process. most of

these works have tended to concentrate on the causes of the

breaches of the language code in order to find the panacea for such

problems.

Another standard work, which serves as a point of reference to

this work, is Yankson (1999). In this book, the writer admits that

some elTors are more serious than others. According to Yankson.

both the native English speaker and educated African speakers of

English can tolerate. for instance. the second language leamer's

prepositional elTors-at least -some of them, because native

speakers sometimes have problems with certain prepositional

structures.

But there are some elTors like concord rule

deviances which tend to elicit very

unfavourable responses from both native

and non-native speakerslhearers alike. Such

elTors reflect badly on the speaker's

personality; they tell us something about his

\~



educational background: they portray his

interlanguage as a "developing grammar"

that borders on iIIiteracy(lntroduction. xi).

Yankson focuses his attention on those concord errors which

have been found to be systematic and recurrent in the end - of 

year examination scripts written between the 1977/78 and the

1984/85 academic years, errors covering a period of eight years by

first-year undergraduate students of the University of Nigeria.

Nsukka. and similar concord errors made by their counterparts

from the University of Cape Coast.

TIle book aims at increasing an awareness of the enonnity of

the concord error problem that persists at the undergraduate level

and in so doing will help the teacher to know the magnitude and

the nature of the errors made by the second language leamer.

Malmostrom (1965) presents some findings in the area of

error analysis in relation to Arabic English. According to

Mahnostrom. Arabic English has many characteristic structures

that spling from the mother tongue. Arabic. For instance, since

Arabic has only one noun for each of the following pairs, an Arabic

speaker of English will mix them up: door and gale,jinger and lae,

14



.floor and grollnd, girl and c1ollgll/er. /1l/1se and ,'oice. \tWI/WI and

\I"itl: .

Verbs also cause remarkable structures in Ambic speakers of

English. Arabic speakers of English say... 71m:e l:-iI1lIOlI~,-/(lcall' 0/1

Ihe Ires I side. instead of 71lree lrindOlrs are localed on Ihe H'esl

side, TI,ev say...While he lras kl/ocking Ihe door. Ihe\' lI'ere rus!led. . .

0111. instead of. While he 1\'as knockillg allhe door. Ihe.,· rus!led 0111.

Also they say... I drunk a c(fIare/le. as it would be said in Arabic,

:-'loreover. an Arabic English speaker may omit a linking verb

entirely and say... Whol l!lis lelia: Instead of. Whol is l!lis lel/,'r:

Such ~l)eS of ,'\mbic English srmctures arc due to the mother

tongue interference.

AmbicEnglish speakers make strange formations in English

because some Arabic adjectives have double meanings, For

instance. the adjective 'Ianee' means both secolld and olher. TIlUs

.-\rab English speakers are likely to say ill Ihe secolld hand. instead

of all l!le second halld, Another adjective like 'Iolrec/' means bNh

long and rail. causing a strange sentence like: He is six ,ilel 10110. ......

IS



Prepositions particularly cause lots of trouble to Arab English

. 'f in and from
speakers because Arabic uses Its preposl IOns .' .

differently. An Arabic English speaker. therefore. is likely to use

English in andfi"om wrongly. Examples are:

-In the opposite side of the street in the 1I'ay here, I sail' my

Fiend.

Instead of: I saw my friend at the opposite side of the street.

_ He lI'asfrom those present.

Instead of: He was present.

_ 111'as aFaidpam yOll.

Instead of: I was afraid ofyou.

The Arabic English speaker has many problems also with

word order. Word order is less important in Arabic than in English.

because the Arabic language relies heavily on inflections to signal

meanings. Conversely, word order is the strongest signaling system

in English. Thus, Arabic English speakers produce sentences like:

_ I carried my sister to the place 1I'hen 1I'as my mother.

Instead of: I canied my sister to the place where my mother was.

- He demandedfrom his hosl a .Ipoon.

Instead of: He demanded a spoon from his host.

1(,



We visited at the end of the summer just before the (Jpel1il1~

a/the school year Cairo.

Instead of: We visited Cairo at the end of the summer just

before the reopening of the school year.

TIle Arab learner finds negation In English difficult. TIle

negative signal appears in strange places in the English of

the Arab learner. For example:

_ Most of these languages have not writings till the last

twenty years

Instead of: Most of these languages had not been written till the

last twenty years.

Although not so much scholarly work has been done in Arabic

English. Stenson (1974) in Schumann. New Frontiers in Second

Language Learning describes some types of students' errors in a

language classroom that result more from the classroom situation

than ITom either the student's incomplete competence in English

grammar or first language interference. She insists that any

analysis of student errors must also take such mistakes into account

as phenomena separate from errors of spontaneous speech.

TIle data were gathered in Tunis. Tunisia during the summer of

1971 from observation of adult English classes at the lnstitut

17



Bourguiba des langues Vivantes, and from high school students

during practice teaching sessions of the 1971 Peace QJrps TEFL

training program in Mahdia, Tunisia. Most of the students were in

intennediate or advanced classes.

Stenson (1974) categorized the students' errors in vocabulary

enors, syntax enors, drills enors. unexpected enars and the

problem of meaning. Throughout her framework a great deal of

evidence has come to light indicating that contrastive analysis is

inadequate to explain the source of certain types of enors. She

concentrated on enors which are related to the classroom situation

itself. These fall into several categories. The first, and most

obvious, are the enors which students would not make in free

speech, but which are elicited by the teacher's question or by drills.

111ese may be due to incomplete acquisition of the lexical item or

grammatical structure involved, to analogy suggested by the order

of presentation or to a number of other possible causes, as yet

unexplored.

For the linguist studying second-language acquisition, the

distinction between classroom-induced errors and spontaneous

student enors are also valuable. It is crucial to bear this distinction

IX



in mind when attempting to account for student interlanguage; for

to ignore it is to risk faulty analysis.

2.3 Summary

In this chapter, the relevant literature related to the study has

been reviewed in the following areas: di fferent types of errors, the

nature of error analysis and errors in Arabic English. The outcome

ofthis chapter is that error analysis is a very important discipline in

second language teaching because it enables teachers, learners and

even education policy makers to take a step forward to improve the

learning process.
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CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.0 Introduction

This chapter discusses the sources of data, research design,

type of data gathered, data collection method and factors related to

the data collection process.

3.1 Research questions

The nature of the task required some questions that must

be answered at the end in order to ensure a systematic and

an objective approach to the research. The questions that

need to be answered are the following.

1- Does the way English is taught in Libyan schools really address

the grammatical problems of students?

2- Are the grammatical errors very different in kind or fall together

structurally?

3- Does the Arabic language have any influence on students' use

of English?

20



3.2 Hypotheses

Although these questions confronting us are not yet answered,

evelY individual has his or her expectations that may be con finned

or disproved by the research findings. The research CJuestions arc

based on the hypotheses that:

I-The way English is taught in Libyan schools does not address

the grammatical problems of the students.

2-The grammatical errors are very different in kind and do not

fall together structurally.

3-The Arabic language influences students' perfonnancc in

English.

3.3 Data Sources

The data for this research were obtained from one principal

source. Written scripts of Libyan students of two private

schools from Intennediate level I to Advanced level 2 were

examined. The research placed emphasis on grammatical errors

made by Libyan students of English.

21



3.4 The Sun'ey Instrument/Research Design

The research employed the de5':ripuYe sur....ey design.

Written essays of students were studied and the grammatical

errors were recorded and analysed.

3.5 Population of the Study

The research target population was two co-educational priyate

Libyan schools of English. where English is taught at three

difTerent !e\·e\s. elementary. intermediate. and ad\-anced. They are

Tripoli College School of English and The Institute of Foreign

Languages. Both schools are located in Tripoli. There were some

significant reasons for selecting TWO priyme schools from Tripoli:

1- Tripoli is. geographically, highly endowed with educational

institutions.

2- It has a fair representation of students from different pans

ofLibya_

.'- llH~ smdents are from yarious educational institutions like

uniyersities. sentor secondaT\' schools and other high

institutions.

4- Priyate schools are more cooperntiYe than goyemment

schools in this type ofexercise.

."



The overall student population of both schools is 50 and out of

the fifty students only 37 took part in the exercise. The tables

below show the general distribution, according to sex and fonn, of

the students used to carry out the research.

Tripoli College School

Class Male Female Total I
From

Intennediate 1 to 8 8 16

Advanced 2
-- ----- -.~-_._.__._~---- --- -

The Institute of Foreign Languages

Class Male Female Total

From
.~ .- ..

,

Intennediate 1 to
,

11 10 21 I
I

Advanced 2

The ages of the students range from 18-25. Most of the

students are believed to have been exposed to English between 4

and 8 years. The social background of these students cuts across all

the various social class strata.

23



3.6 Data Collection Procedures and Techniques

The data were gathered from students of the Intennediate and

the Advanced levels. The approximate number of words per script

was 180 and this gave the 37 scripts a total of 6,660 words.

The students were asked to write only one essay. They were

given free composition test. TIle topic that was chosen by the

students themselves was 'pol1ution'. TIle thirty-seven students

were to write on the same topic. The reason behind giving free

composition was to offer the students the choice to use their O\\~l

vocabulary, their own thoughts and produce their own grammatical

structures. The students were given one hour to write on the topic.

3.7 Factors Affecting Data Collection

3.7.1 Uncooperative attitude of some schools

TIle uncooperative attitude of some government schools needs to

be mentioned. Four institutions, three universities and a secondary

school, refused to let the researcher have access to students'

examination scripts. Some of the institutions said the examination

scripts were not made available to 'outsiders' until after one year.

Others also said they had disposed of the scripts. These excuses
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were enough to tell the researcher that those institutions were not

prepared to cooperate with him.

Moreover, there was the belief that co-operation with the

researcher would mean letting out the secrets of the school. But

diplomacy, coupled with some explanations, finally won the favour

of some school authorities and teachers. Consequently. they gave

the researcher the needed co-operation.

3.7.2 Disappointment and failure to participate

TIle researcher was promised that more than 30 students in

each school were expected to take part in the test. For instance. in

Tripoli College School of English, the school authorities gave the

assurance that 35 students would participate in the test but in the

end only 16 students participated. The school authorities gave

excuses that the rest of the students were not qualified for writing

composition. This created the impression that only good students

wcrc to be examined. Moreover. 10 students from TIle Institutc of

Foreign Languages submitted blank scripts and five students

refused to participate.

25
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3.7.3 Cheating

The researcher found out that four students from The Institute

of Foreign Languages cheated during the writing of the

composition. Their scripts. in comparison with the other scripts.

were exceptionally good in both content and language. '111is raised

the suspicion of the rescarcher and upon further scrutiny he found

out that those students concerned. copied from articles on

'pollution' on the Internet. This became possible because the

exercise was done in a computer room and. moreover. their 0\""

teacher supervised the exercise.

3.8 Summary

This chapter has taken a look at sources of data for the

research. survey Instrument. population of the study. data

collection procedures and techniCJues. In addition. it has also

discussed factors that affected the data collectton. '1'1',(: next chapter

will analyse the scripts collected and discuss the result of the

analysis.
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CHAPTER FOUR

DATA ANALYSIS

.to Introduction

This chapter discusses data collected from participants. It aims

at measuring the error density of selected categories of errors made

by students in order to determine their proficiency in English. The

materials analyzed consisted of 37 eSSayS written by students in. .'
intennediate and advanced levels of two Libyan private schools of

English.

.... 1 Discussion ofwritten exercises

Error analysis involves a set of procedures for identifying.

describing. and explaining errors in leamer language (Ellis. 1994).

Yankson (1999) agrees with Ellis that there are three stages in error- -
analysis: recognition of the error. description of the error and

explanation of the source of the error.

TIle first point to consider in this discussion is to detennine

whether a particular usage is an error or not. According to Corder

(1974). errors fall into four ma111 categorics: omission of some
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required element, addition of some unnecessary or incorrect

elements, selection of an incorrect element. and misordering. of

elements.

TIlere were seven categOl;es of errors selected for this analysis.

TIlese elTors classified into categories were chosen based 011 the

most reculTent in the written scripts. This is to say that the least

i

~
II

II
II
II
I'.1

'i
I

frequently occurring ones were discounted.

categories of errors include:

1- Spelling errors

2- Article errors involving 'the'

3- Lexical errors

4- Capitalization elTors

5- Concord errors

6- Wrong amalgamation/splitting

7- Punctuation errors

TIle selected

The table below shows the number of errors of the various

categories.



TABLE (I)

TYPE OF ERRORS FREQUENCY %

i· SPELLING ERRORS 207 30.57 'Ycl

12.J 101 III

2- MISUSE OF ARTiCLE'THE' '"

3- LEXICAL ERRORS 121 17.X7 %

73 IO.7X 0'.J. CAPITALIZATION '"

CONCORD ERRORS (,2 I). IS ll'5- 1<>

MvIALGAl'vIATION/SPLITTING (,() X.U, ,,,
(,- '"

7· PUNCTUATION 31) .J .J3 '"dl

TOTAL NUMBER OF ERRORS (,77 100 flo'
III

In thissection, the various categories of errors identi fied in the

data are analyzed and plausible reasons for their occurrcnce

provided. The en'ors are analyzed st3l1ing with the largest categOly

to the least categOlY of errors.

-1.2 Spelling Errors

Spelling in English is known for its irregularity. and both

native and second language users make mistakes in spelling

English words. Students made a lot of spelling errors in thcir

essays. Spelling errors fonn the largest category of elTors identified

in the data. In all 207 instances of spelling elTors, representing
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30.7% of the total number of elTors were identified. Spelling elTors

have been sub-categorized into the following:

I- Double and single letter elTors.

2- Phonological/Graphological confusion

3- Same-pronunciation-different spelling.

4- Spelling emanating from inability to di fferentiate

between 'b' and 'p'.

4.2.1 Double and Single Letter Errors

TIle following are examples of some elTors identi fied under this

sub-type:

i. * finaly (finally)

II * polution (pollution)

iii * naturaly (naturally)

iv * untill (until)

v * cuting (cutting)

vi * contrail (control)

vii * sollution (solution)

viii * commision (commission)

ix * alTound (around)
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x * geting

xi * Gasses

(getting)

(gases)

With these errors, it was realised that either students omitted or

added a letter to a word. 111e doubling or elimination of a letter

renders the words listed wrong. In example ( i ) 'finaly', for

instance, the word is spelled wrongly because the final consonant

should have been doubled beforc the addition of 'y' to the root

word. Example (x) 'getting' is also wrong because consonants

preceded by vowels should be doubled before adding the inflection

'ing', especially in monosyllabic words e.g. set> setting, swim>

swimming, cut> cutting.

4.2.2 Phonological/Graphological confusion

Here, words spelled wrongly were influei1ced by the way

those words are pronounced in discourse. Failure to pronounce

words C01TcCtly often leads to misspelling. The following arc some

examples from the students' essays:

1. * rabbish / rob is
11. *em1 I et

/

/

31
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111.

IV.

v.

* ociens 105 ~I:.~\S 1 (oceans) 1aufnsj

* enviroment /hwa·\,{DY\1~.\\1( (environment) riV\voiv8A1N1antj

* garbej I..CJ o.rbel~ 1 (garbage) 1.3<1: bicg 1

4.2.3 Same-Pronunciation-Different Spelling

i. * sees (seas)

ii. * brake (break)

iii. * witch (which)

iv. * whether (weather)

v. * see ( sea)

It is clear that the words intended by the students were rather

spelled wrongly because what was presumed by them to be correct

was influenced largely by identical pronunciation of two different

words. Thus 'brake' and 'break', 'witch' and which, 'whether' and

'weather' are all pronounced! 1 Iv re:Ik I, 1VJ itj I, IVJ i2.bd-1
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4.2.4 Inability to differentiate between 'b' and 'p'.

This type of error is a result of students' failure to differentiate

between the two letters 'b' and 'p' as illustrated below:

I. * proplems (problems)

11. * carpon (carbon)

111. * examble ( example)

jv. * drab (drop)

4.2.5 Plausible reasons

It was realized from the students' spelling errors that most of

them exhibited lack of knowledge of the existence of any codified

rule that helps in realising the double base consonants of certain

words like 'get' > 'getting'. Here the rule simply states that the

final base consonants (except x) are doubled before inflections

beginning with a vowel letter when the preceding vowel is stressed

and spelled with a single letter. Thus. ignorance of the codified

rules results in wrong spelling of certain words.

Another probable cause of the spelling errors can be attributed

to the fact that students tend to write what they nonnally hear as

the articulated form of the words. For example, students have

either heard or seen words like 'rubbish', and 'environment' but
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certain strategies for arriving at a spelling.

He may spell a word on the analogy of

mother-tongue word with those spelling he

is familiar, or he may spell a word as he

nannally pronounces it.

With regard to students' failure to differentiate between the two

letters. 'b' and 'p', this type of error can be attributed to the fact

that the Arabic language has the consonant fbi but not Ip/.

111erefore, it is not easy for an Arabic student of English to

distinguish between the two letters.
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Finally, the general problem of English spelling having no

stable codified rules for realizing correct spelling of words is a

major contributory factor for the spelling errors in this data. Onc

simply has to learn how these words are spelled corrcctly by

checking the correct spelling from dictionaries.

4.3 Article errors involving 'the'

Ar1icles in English positionally precede the noun phrase as

determiners. A number of errors involving redundant addition and

wrong omission of the ar1icle 'the' recorded also a significant

number in·the data. Corder (1974) says, 'Learners not only omit

elements, which they regard as redundant but they add redundant

elements' .

In all, there were 124 errors involving the article 'the',

representing 18.31 % of the total number of errors. which have

been categorized in two:

4.3.1 Redundant addition

1- The pollution happens from throwing the waste, which dcstroys

the beauty of the nature.
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4.3.2 Omission of article 'the'

1- Destruction in any place of (x) world.

2- That's (x) main reason for. ..

3- Some of (x) countries around the world are trying to control this

type ofpollution.

4- It kills the nerye cells in (x) human body.

5- TIlese kinds of pollution come mostly from factorics and (x)

rest comcs from human.

6- That is why life in the yillage is better than life in (x) cit\'.

It is obvious from the above examples of redundant usc and

\\Tong omission of article 'the' that students arc facing a real
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problem with violating the use of the definite article 'the'. For

instance, in the first sub-categOlY, students add the definite article

'the' wrongly to nouns while in the second sub-category, students

omit the definite article 'the', where it is necdcd

4.3.3 Plausible reasons

Ignorance with regard to the proper use of the article 'the' It1

English is one factor, while wrong generalization of thc aI1icic

'the' in some instances is another plausible reason.

Errors of this type can also be a result of students' ignorancc of

the semantic nature of the noun phrase. which detennincs thc

aI1icle that should precede it. Moreover. errors undcr thc first

categOlY may be attributed to LI interfercnce becausc the definite

m1icle 'the' is always added to nouns in writtcn and spokcn Arabic

except proper nouns (Kara 1994). For example. the word

'pollution' translated in Arabic, as la1lrol must be preceded by the

definite article 'the' to read a/ la/wol rendered in English as 'thc

pollution'. Another example is the word a/la/eelll (education) as

used in the following Arabic sentence: A/ la/eelll lIIo/eed /gamell

meaning. 'TIle education is good for everyonc·. Therefore.

students are applying this rule to English.
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4.4 Lexical errors

At the lexical level, learners sometimes select words, which do

not convey their intended meanings (Tarone 1977). Every language

has a variety of repertoires available to its users for

communication. 11 is therefore necessary for a user to draw

adequately from this repertoire. In the corpus, lexical errors fonn

the third largest category of errors. Qut of the 670 errors, 121 were

lexical errors. The most recurrent and systematic wrong use of

vocabulary identified was in the following areas:

I. Wrong use ofnouns

2. Wrong use of verbs

3. Wrong use of adjectives

The following are examples for each sub-category.

4.4.1 Wrong use of nouns

1- It impresses on the food especially green food (vegetables) like

vegetables

2- Pollution is a major cause to life (threat).

3- It is a main reason (cause) of death ofmany living creatures.
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4- Diseases spread to eve!)' scope (aspect) ofhuman beings.

5- The bad lights (sunrays) come from the sun.

6- Pollution is a big subject (problem).

All the underlined nouns in the examples above are c1assi fled as

inappropriate. For instance, in sentence (i) students used 'green

food' as it would be said in Arabic 'kadrall'at', instead of

'vegetables'. In sentence (ii) students used 'cause' instead of threat.

4.4.2 Wrong usc of verbs

1- TIley carmot preventing (prevent) ships in the sea.

2- The bad lights come from the sun do (create) some holes like

ozone hole.

3- The government carmot preventing (prevent) the cars...

4- The new diseases are become (contracted) from pollution.

5- To let life go on and to improve (prove) that the land is our

mother.

6- TIle crowded streets that held (cause) a lot of diseases ...

7- The land that we standing on (live on) ...
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8- It is evcrything wc do against our naturc, anything wc do which

hurts (destroys) our planet.

Verbs are used wrongly in these sentences. For examplc, in

sentence (1) 'preventing' is used instead of 'prevent". This is

wrong because the present simple is the verb form that comes after

the auxiliary 'can'. Moreover, in sentence (7) the phrasal verb

'standing on' is used in the wrong context, because we 'live on'

land not' stand on' .

4.4.3 \Vrong usc of adJectives

1- This problem drives some people to contract difficult

(dangerous) diseases.

2- The ocean is getting overflow (flooded).

3- They smell dirtv (polluted) air or drink dirty water.

4- They will become disease (sick).

TIle choice of adjectives mainly depends on the nouns which the

ndjectives arc modifying. In scntcncc (1) thc adjcctivc 'difficult' is

obviously used wrongly because semantically 'difficult' can

desclibe a question or a situation but not a disease.
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4.4.4 Plausible reasons

One major cause is mother tongue interference. According to

behaviourist learning theory, "old habits get in the way of learning

new habits" (Ellis 1985: 21). So students usually construct

sentences having in mind their mother tongue as the basis of

expressing· themselves in English. In the process, certain

vocabulary items used were inappropriate. For instance, 'reason'

and 'cause' literally mean almost the same, and thus, students

having this in mind used these words interchangeably without

realizing that in English these nouns mean different things and.

therefore. cannot be used interchangeably.

Finally, the tendency of students to overgeneralise the use of

certain words because of their inability to grasp fully the context in

which these words should be used in English also contributed to

lexical errors. For example, because 'hurt' connotes harming,

students misused it.

4.5 "'rong capitalization and misuse of small letters

It was detected that some of the students used capital letters

and small letters without paying due attention to the rules of
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English conventions. While English grammar requires that all

sentences should start with capital letters. some of. thc studcnts

started some sentences with sma\1 letters. Some of the students

also used capital letters within sentences to lJegin some words.

which are not proper nouns. The 73 errors under this catcgory are

sub-divided into two.

4.5.1 "'rang capitalization

1- And also Breathing in smoke...

2- Pollution can cause Global warming.

3- A lot of Kinds of creatures \\;\1 die oul.

4- The distractions of the I;nvironmen t like...

5- In [act our world suffers from...

6- Is It impossible?

7- To enlighten people How they can protect their ...

8- For Example, they do not care...

9- They put Rubbish in some places.

10- The food polluted by come creatures such as Bacteria.
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4.5.2 Misusc of small lettcrs

1- anvwav the most important thing ...

2- the world is facing a real fact.

3- too many chemicals are bad.

4- acid can also pollute ,:vater.

5- moreover it is a disaster because ...

6- however the industry which is...

7- ;!fter all what gives us ...

s- ~ome countries around the world are trying

9- Qut that is not enough all of us have to ...

10- it destroys marine life.

4.5.3 Plausiblc reasons

It is clear that students have not been made aware of the

importance of capitalization in English language. It is significant to

mention that most of the students failed even to capitalize their

own names. Again Arabic influence comes in here. The Arabic

language. which does not use capitalization. has three or more

variant shapes of letters depending on whether they come at the

beginning. the middle. or the end of a word (Kara 1994).
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TIlerefore, students tend to commit errors of this type as a result of

mother tongue interference.

4.6. Concord errors

Quirk and Greenbaum (1973: 176) define concord as, "The

relationship that exists between two grammatical elements such

that if one contains a particular feature, the other must also have

the feature". Though errors under this category did not score the

highest frequency, their density was significant. In the sample

essays collected by the researcher, there were 62 concord errors out

of the 677 errors recorded. TIle concord errors from the corpus are

grouped into the subdivisions given below.

4.6.1. Singular subject with plural verb

Grammatical concord has a clear rule: a singular subject must

select a singular verb, while a plural subject must select the plural

fonn of the verb. In the data students failed to adhere to this basic

mle.

Examples:

I. This habit take (takes) place ...

II. It mean (means) that we have to ...
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IV.

\'.

Nuclear power. which reduce (reduces) ...

Pollution also grow (grows) ...

TIle aU1lOsphere that protect (protects) us ...

!,
, I

: I
~,

It can be seen from sentence (i) to (v) that all subjects are

singular whereas all the verbs selected for them me plural and

this renders all the sentences grammatically wrong. For instance,

'habit', 'nuclear power' and 'pollution' are all singular subjects

but the students selected plural verbs. The verbs 'take'.

'reduce', and 'grow' do not match with their subjects, thereby

rendering the constructions grammatically wrong.

.t.6.2 Plural subject \\ith singular verb

As mcntioned above, students violated the concord basic rule. In

the sentences that follow, students selected singular verbs for plural

subjects.

I. TIle fumcs that comes out (come) from ...

II. The same things happens (happen) to animals.

!II. Cars and factories which is (are) causing dangerous

diseases ...
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IV. They does (do) not care to put rubbish .. ,

v. Human beings is (are) the main cause of pollution.

vi. Materials, which causes (cause) poisoned food ...

vii. Gases, which causes (cause) the acid rain ...

In the above examples from (i) to (vii), all the suhjects are

plural but the students wrongly selected singular verbs for them.

4.6.3 'There' +Verb +NP

One complex form of noun phrase is the formation 'there + V +

NP'. For example, in infonnal usage, the fonn, "There is my

mother and father", is correct usage. Because of its complexity,

students find it difficult to give the right verb, either plural or

singular and they often guess the right type of verb in such

fonnations.

Examples: .

I. There is (are) other things which is (are) dangerous

11. There is (are) two kinds of it.

iii. There is (are) three types ofpollution.



4.6.3 Plausible reasons

Failure of students to intemalize the concord rule,. especially

with regard to grammatical concord, is one probable cause of the

errors identified under this section. Students ha\ e not been well

exposed to concord and the result is that students' choice of the

right verb fonn and subject was sometimes based on gue!;5work.

4.7 Wrong amalgamation/splitting of words

An analysis of the essays of the students revealed some errors

arising from wrong amalgamation of words and wrong splitting of

words. This type of error recorded a density of 60 errors out of the

total number of 677, which indicates that this type of error IS

significant in the study.

4.7.1 'Vrong amalgamation of words (article 'a'+ noun)

ElTors of this type are a result of misuse of the article 'a' with

110Ul1S as illustrated below:

i. !!pollution

ii. !!Iife

iii. !!result

iv. !!problem

(a pollution)

(a life)

(a result)

(a problem)
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adjectives, as illustrated below:

4.7.2 Wrong amalgamation of words (article 'a'+ adjective)

Errors of this type are a result of misuse of the article 'a' with
I
I

II

v. gmillion (a million)

I

I
I
iI
II

iI

i. agreat (a great)

ii. apleasant (a pleasant)

iii. afi'esh (a fresh)

iv. ahuge (a huge)

v. anatural (a natural)

4.7.3 Wrong splitting of words

i. out side (outside)

ii. any how (anyhow)

111. anv more ( anymore)

iv. them selves (themselves)

v. more over ( moreover)

vi. under ground (underground)

vii. everv body (everybody)

viii. wei come (welcome)
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4.7.4 Plausible reasons

Errors of this nature can be attributed to two significant

factors. The first is the students' ignorance of the use of the article

11

I
I

I

'a' with nouns, verbs and adjectives. The second. and morc

probable, reason is the influence of the Arabic language. This is

because writing in Arabic is cursive with numbers of letters

connected to preceding and following letters in the same word

(Kara 1994), as the following example 'hada al titlo dakcc" 'This

boy is very clever'. Thus students, influenced by the nature of their

native language, added the article 'a' to different categories of

words.

4.8 Punctuation errors

Punctuation marks are more important in writing. \Vhen we

speak, we can make our meaning clear by pausing between words

and by changing tone and pitch. Of course, these speaking clues are

not available to us when we write. So we need punctuation marks

to tell the reader how we want a sentence to be read. (Richard

Strugala et. aJ. 1998)

Punctuation errors, numbering 30, fonn the least density of

errors. They are sub-grouped into three sub-categories:
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4.8.1 Misuse of comma and full stop

1.

11.

The sun is the main source of environment, (.)

They catch and kill everything,. (.) for example dolphins

are animals, which we do not eat.

I

[I
,I

I

iii. . .. which cause dangerous diseases like cancer, (.) In

addition, they cannot prevent ships in the ,ea, (.) we

know that ships are very dangerous for the sea animals.

IV. But (,) if we take a deep look at our planet's condition .. ,

The full stop is a punctuation mark that is used to end sentences

and the comma is used within sentences to tell readers to pause

briefly between words and between groups of words. Nevertheless,

students misuse both of them by replacing full stops with commas

as in the previous examples.

4.8.2 Misuse of apostrophe

An apostrophe is used to show possession. Students used the

apostrophe wrongly in the following examples:

1. ... because it~ weather...

ii. Most of our earths' air is caused by...

iii. ....epidemics diseases and it's spread...
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IV.

v.

The pollution picture's arc several...

... living creature,llike human, plant's and animal's.

4.8.3 Absence of punctuation marks

In the fonowing examples students failed to use pUllctuatioll

marks where they were needed.

As a result the earths (earth's) temperature is rising.

Its (it's) everything we do against our nature.

It doesnt (n't) need anything...

They suffer from pollution _ (.)

In addition_ (,) they cannot prevent ships in the sea.

Who is the enemy of the earth _ (?)

When it is unsuitable for humans to drink or for

domestic, agriculture or industrial use _ (,) it is polluted.

4.8.3 Plausible reasons

The Arabic language has almost the same punctuation marks as

English. So punctuation errors can only be attributed to studcnts'

ignorance ofpunctuation marks and wrong generalization.

4.9 Miscellaneous errors

This category of errors has been so classified because they are a

variegated assortment of errors, which cannot be categorized under
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one heading. Also, they are so called because none of them can

individually make any significant impact in the analysis as far as

error density is concerned. TIleir individual error density would be

negligible. However, it should be noted that by grouping the

various kinds, a different picture is created when we look at the

individual kinds of errors in the group.

Some examples of this category of errors are as follows:

i. Why I said that b'ecause pollution and diseases are bigger and

stronger than us.

II. Stopping these factories by sooting them specially bad

factories in the core of law about abdicating for

environment's true.

iii. The natural polluters are producting from environment

structures without human intennediation as gases

iv. We should not to bum the trash.

v. And to work on hig situations with the delay of our health.

vi. Just deal well with our minds.

vii. The real problem with water pollution that's transfer to

human by food from plant and animals.
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viii. Oil the other halld Ihe ereatioll polluters me produced liol1l

creatures ill environl11ent lilr technical <!l:ve\opl11ent lind

diseoVl'ry.

4.10 Summary

In this chaptcr the researcher has discussed sOl11e ~~ran1l1lIlticlll

errors. which were f(JlIIJ<1 in writtell essays of' stlldenl~; of' tW(l

l.ihyan privale schools. '111e an.dysis hi!!; ielenti Ii eel ';evell

catcgorics of' errors. Plallsihlc eallse~; of' sOllle of' the errors have

also heen given.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

5.0 Introduction

This chapter briefly summarizes the research findings. discusscs

implications and draws some conclusions. The researcher hopcs'

that the discussion of the implications of the research and the

conclusions drawn will be of great help to both students and

teachers of thc English language. It is also hoped that this chapter

will bring to the fore the importance of error analysis.

5.1 Summary

The main aim of this disscl1ation was to analyse and measure

en'or densities of \\Titten essays of two Libyan private schools of

English. The study was divided into five chapters. Chapter one

contained the introduction to this study. A history of the English

language in the Arab world and a brief background to English in

Libya were given in this chapter. Chapter two reviewed works of

literature that have relevance to this study. Chapter three was about

the methodology where the research questions and the hypotheses

were stated. tvloreover. how the data were gathered was described
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in this chapter. Chapter four dealt with the analysis of the data

collected.

5.2 The major findings of the research

TIle analyses have yielded some results that detennine

students' competence in English. TIle results are empirical

evidence to enable us to provide answers to the research questions

and to affinn or disprove the hypotheses made in chapter three.

TIle major findings, in regard to the hypotheses, are summed up

below.

i. The hypothesis that English teaching in Libya does not address

the grammatical problems of students was confinned by the study.

TIle sUldy revealed that some Libyan students have serious

grammatical problems, which is a reflection of lack of attention to

grammar.

ii. The study also revealed that the grammatical errors committed

by students are varied and many, affinning the second hypothesis

that students commit different gramllliltical errors.
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5.3 Significance ofthe study

According to Corder (1974), a learner's errors are significant in

three different ways. First, to the teacher, in that they show him or

her the learner's progress. Seconci they provide the researcher

evidence of how language is learned or acquired. what strategies or

procedures the learner is employing. Third, they are indispensable

to the learner himself. because according to Broughton el. at.

(1978: 173) "certainly repeated errors become more confinned and

unless the learner is aware of them he cannot learn from them".

Furthennore, the study will ccntribute immensely to the

development of pedagogic strategies. This is because it is an

investigation into language learning process. which will help both

the language teacher and the course designer to decide which areas

ofgrammar need attention and what type ofattention. The textbook

writer will also be aware of areas of language learning that pose
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problems tG l~amers an -j he wiJI accordingly include 111 the

textbook topics that address such problems.

5.4 Recommendations

Since grammar has been the bane of many foreign students

learning Engiish, Libyan teachers of English must eudeavour to

adopt pedagogic strategies that will help students to internalize

grammatical mles in order to reduce errors of grammar.

One area where students showed fundamental weakness IS

spelling. To remedy this problem. teachers should include

exercises on dictation and correct pronunciation in their lessons.

because as (McCrimmon, 1963: 45) puts it:

... a conspicuously bad spelling is generally a clear

sign of iJIiteracy... People do jump to conclusions about

a person's education and intelligence on the evidence of

his spelling.

Since the study focused only on two Libyan private schools. it

is recommended that future studies should gather and analyze data
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Sample (1)

Who is the earth's enemy

alot of us have enemies but have you ever think about who or what

is the enemy of the earth ... well its something pollution .... So what

is pollution?

Pollution is some111ing the humen does every singlc day ....its

everyThing we do against our natuer. anything wc d witch hUI1s

our planet the land that we stand on. its what somc govcnncnts do

with the midical stuff that it don't need enymore it what they do

even when they bum it. But there are also the earth protections

people works twenty four-seven to clean our trash. to mak this

plant a better place to live. abetter place to rise a healthy shild ....

And fmaly we should try not to be selfish we should leave this

plant in a better condetion that what we use to see.

and we should leam as much as possible about recycle so wc can

stop slow killing this plant...

our plant
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Sample (2)

The Genral pollution in The world

TIle pollution means: to make The earth polluted by many TIlings

like: infainnent and other Things.

Some peole in our world helped To make infainnent dirty for

Example: TIley doesn't care To put Rubbish in it ·place. Thcy only

care to drop it.

TIle type ofpollution is factories they helped to make TI1C air dirty

it mean may dieses will spread will the air dirty like:

lung cancer proplems in respairtory system and other dieses.

infact our world suffer from TIlis proplem. In The progressive

countries. They put The dirty air or in aspeacial places because

They cared about the infainnant. The this can't prevent the

pollation because in America speally in Carefonia They suffer from

pullution.
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Sample (3)

The pollution

ll1e pollution first appeared as asmall speck on the horizon. We

has grown impatient at the delay when we find sight of it. For most

of us this is an important event, because the small (,bject that has.

come into view is ap01lution. We notice that this habit take place

because of many things like the smoke which .derive from the

factories which is ca1led the smoke which is one of the things that

produce the pollution like the advantage side.

ll1e pollution has many negative points which include the

crowded streets. that held alot of disease for people. because they

can't got afresh air to live peacefu1ly. But the big danger when it

impress on the food specia1ly the green food ( like the vegetables)

which need fresh air to grow in ahealthy way. Then. we have to

look after it (p01lution), because of the people who live and deal

with the environment.

It is necessary to stop it early, so that the p01lution would

come to lead the problems, that people find themselves like

atelTified residents, because the scientists consider the pollution as

abig disaster specia1ly in the cities. And we see the time we have
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waite seem endless. FinaJiy, I think that ifwe like to enjoy our time

and to work on high situations \'.;:h the delay of. our hcalth. wc

have to live in the city, wherc is the habitation of the pollution. But

if we like to enjoy our herlty lifes we havc .0 li"'e in the country.

Where is the peace and health.



Sample (4)

Pollution

Pollution is the most dangerous thing in' the earth and the air is

getting more and more polluted. Most of our earth's air pollution is

caused by car's and power stations. Cycling is often the fastest way

to travel around large to\'11s.

Pollution in the air mixes \\;th rain and makes it acid. In 1991 half

of all Britain's trees were affected by acid rain and the leaves tumd

yellow.

and also Breathing in the smoke ITom a cigarette makes more

monoxide in your lungs than breathing the air in a street full of

traffic. Each year the average family throws always alot of papers

and about 270 glass bottles and jars 450 metal cause and about 50

kg ofplastic.
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Sample (5)

Living in a planet like the earth is a gift from god to the mankind.

because it's weather and environment· are suitable for all the

creatures who live on it.

But, if we take a deep look at our planet's condition we'll find that

itis suffering from so many problems which are going: to destroy it

. one day in the future.

TIle most important problem is polution. first of all, because of

using old cars and some factories. there is no freash air to breath

anymore, moreover. factories are trying to get rid of their wastes by

flowing them into the sea, which is killing the fish even the rare

kinds.So, if things are going on this way, we may loss our planet

sooner than we think.

As a result, I do believe that, it is our respocablety to take care of

the earth, and we must work all together to halt the pollution or at

least to make it comes less day after day by encouraging recycling

things that we are not going to use anymore. also by supervising

factories and asking them to pay large amount of money in case of

trying to polute the sea water.

In by trying to apply these things we may guarantee a saver. better,

and cleaner life to our children.
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